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GETTING STARTED
Introduction

Welcome to TVStation2 beta release. For all those unfamiliar with TVStation, TVStation is an online web
application that allows any user to setup and run their own instant television or radio station. Through
TVStation users can setup a self made list of pre-recorded content or images and broadcast it to viewers
live 24 hours a day 7 days a week. Users can also broadcast live high definition video (through Flash
Media Live Encoder) or broadcast live video directly from TVStation itself. Viewers can also text chat
among each other while watching their favorite show or listening to their favorite song for a complete
interactive experience.
Note: Please note that even though this build is stable this product is still in beta form so there may
be bugs or issues we have not found and/or resolved.

What’s New?
This version is a stepping stone to the next major release of TVStation. Even though this version is simply
a beta, all users will find that a great deal has changed since the last 1.x release.
1. Administrator
The first major difference of course is the completely new administrator interface built entirely in Flex.
The new interface is a more powerful, efficient, and user friendly then the last version. This makes it
setting up a schedule, broadcasting live, or managing settings a snap.
2. Broadcast Engine
This version features a completely new broadcast engine built from ground up and was made to be
more efficient and faster than ever before. Included with the new engine is a new scheduling and
playlist system which allows you to setup and manage schedules on the fly.
3. Live Engine
The live broadcasting engine has also gone a big change. Through the new “Live” interface, users can
now broadcast high definition video directly from Adobe Flash Media Live Encoder without use of any
plug-in api. The new live engine also enables multiple users to broadcast to TVStation. A new casters list
is available to switch between all users broadcasting live to TVStation allowing for instant cam switching.
4. Chat
A new chat engine is now also available. The new chat offers a new chat administrator for quick and
efficient moderation of the TVStation. It also includes smileys and a draw tool which is a first for
TVStation.
5. Channels

This feature is the biggest addition to this version. Administrators can now setup and manage multiple
channels directly from one TVStation instance. No more having to setup painful and confusing FMIS
instances. A new login system has been created to separate and protect each channel. Master
administrators can setup permissions for each channel for total and complete control of their network.
6. Uploader/Encoding
This version of TVStation also includes a new uploading system (available only with some servers). The
new system allows users to upload and encode content directly from within TVStation. The new system
encodes files at different rates (selected by the user) to make sure every user gets a smooth experience
when watching video. With dynamic streaming built into our new player, the player will automatically
switch streams when a user’s bandwidth speed changes. Dynamic streaming makes sure the transition is
smooth so the viewer does not notice that a switch has occurred.
7. New Viewer
The old viewer has been rebuilt to provide a faster and a more viewer friendly interface. The new
version is also compact to allow customers to embed in smaller areas.
8. Reporting Engine
A brand new reporting engine that vastly improves on last versions grid based list. This new engine now
allows admin users to view graph based data as well as dig into the details of what visitors did when
they logged into the TV2 server. This new version also allows users to download CSV formatted copies of
the data displayed as well as a new sub-section which displays geographical locations for all users who
visited.

Installation
If the web files were downloaded, then unzip or extract the contents from the zip file. After extracting
the files, create a web directory within the web site and upload the web files to the target directory.
Make sure to create a separate folder for the administrator and viewer interface.
If embedding directly from a URL link which was provided then simply use the link in the target html
page.
Once installation is complete users should be able to access TVStation from the installed directory within
a web browser.

If logging in for the first time to the login interface, the login for the master administrator is as follows:
Email: _default_
Password: _default_
Once signed in, the admin interface will direct the user to a very familiar administrator settings
interface.

In order to continue further the user will need to enter a valid email address and password. The user can
find out what a specific setting does by rolling over each text field. This will pop up a tool-tip display
giving a brief description of what that setting does. These tooltip displays can be found throughout the
entire administrator and should make the interface easier to use. Once the desired settings have been
selected they should click the “Save” button to save their settings. When saved, the navigation menu
will be made available and the user can go on and explore the rest of the administration features.

TVStation Administrator
Navigation Menu
The navigation menu is the tab bar located at the very top of the admin interface. Through this menu
users can navigate through the different sub interfaces used to manage TVStation. There are some
menu items that are only available to the master administrator.

SCHEDULE
The “SCHEDULE” tab is the standard tag used to schedule content to broadcast through the TVStation.
However most users will find out the interface has gone through a complete change and gets rid of the
old system that made the original TVStation challenging to work with. The new system now works with a
new feature called schedule blocks which targets playlists that are setup in the “MEDIA” tab to play at
specific times during the day. This makes it possible to setup a list of shows that play at a certain time
during the day and run it on the days the admin chooses without the need of further scheduling. Any
changes made to the schedule blocks take effect right away so viewers are always on-sync with the
system.
MEDIA
The “MEDIA” tab is a brand new interface that has been added to this release of TVStation. Through this
interface admin users can manage uploaded media, upload/encode media, and create/manage playlist.
They can also preview any media items that have been uploaded to their channel.

LIVE
The “LIVE” tab is also a brand new interface added to TVStation and replaces the old “BROADCAST” tab
from the old 1.x versions. The new tab allows admin users to view a live broadcast from the schedule
player just like before. A major change added to this version is that admin users can now broadcast and
manage multiple cameras that can be controlled from the “Live Casters” list. An administrator can then

toggle the cams and decide which cam they want to broadcast to the viewers. New to this version,
admin users can now broadcast to TVStation with Adobe Flash Media Live Encoder without the need of
any plug-ins. This means admin users can broadcast live high definition video to their viewers through
TVStation. As of version 0.6.1 Wirecast is now fully supported. Text chat has also made a return in this
version and has a complete new engine. The chat administrator controls have also been re-built to make
chat moderation fast and easy.

REPORTS
The “REPORTS” tab allows admin users to check on the usage of their channel. The reporting interface
keeps track of how many users have visited the channel, how many views each media item got, and how
much bandwidth was transferred. This tab is available to all users.

SETTINGS
The “SETTINGS” tab allows admin users to change the settings of their channel. Through the settings
they can set anything from their login info to their time zone and screen options. This tab is only
available when the channel has permission to change their settings.
CHANNELS
The “CHANNEL” tab is a brand new interface added to TVStation. This version of TVStation now includes
built in channel support. Through this interface master admin users can create and manage multiple
channels from within TVStation. Each channel is separated by its own unique login and master
administrators can set channel permissions to set restrictions on how they want potential customers to
use their TVStation channel. They can also change channel info and keep notes for their own personal
reference. Channels can also be enabled or disabled through the channel list for total control. This
interface is only available to the master administrator (which is always channel0).

Uploading Media
There are two ways to upload content to TVStation. The standard way to do it is through the TV2 server.
When doing it through the server there are some new things to know about the stream directory
structure. This way of uploading items should be the quickest way of getting content into TVStation. It is
recommended to use this method when the admin user is trying to get content into the TVStation which
they do not want altered. Also, this way offers some more control for managing media between
channels. The new directory structure for uploading media on the server should look like this:
streams > *instance name (usually “_definst_”)+ > *channel id+
This directory path by default should be created by the system when the admin user accesses the server.
If not, then user can use the controls to create the folder structure themselves. The instance folder is
the center of all network content. Inside the instance folder will be channel folders each representing a
channel. If a folder for that channel does not exist then it can be created manually through the wizard
controls. Folders are named according to the id for that specific channel. The id can be found through
the channel list in “CHANNELS” interface.

Placing content in a channel folder will make that specific content private and will only be accessible to
the channel that corresponds to that folder.
So for example an administrator creates a new channel in the TVStation instance “_definst_” and the id
of the new channel is “channel1”. If they wanted to add content to that channel through the server,
then they would have to place the content in this path:
streams > _definst_ >channel1
Any content placed in that folder would be private to that channel and no other channel would be able
to access that content. However, in order to conserve disc space the opposite effect can also be made
by placing that content in the instance folder. Using the previous example, the content would go in the
following path:
Streams > _definst_
This content will be accessible to all channels for as long as it remains inside the instance folder.
Furthermore only master administrators can manage and remove this content from the “MEDIA”
interface. After media has been uploaded, the admin user can click the “Refresh” button to update the
media list within the “MEDIA” tab.
The second way to upload media to the TVStation is through the new uploader/encoder system. This
system allows admin users to upload and encode media content directly to TVStation. It also saves users
the trouble of having to bother with the whole folder structure deal. The single biggest gain of uploading
media through this method is that the system will automatically encode the media into various
bandwidth rates that the admin user can select from. Once the files are encoded they can work with the
new dynamic streaming system in the player. This means that they can serve content to their viewers
with different or changing bandwidth speeds without having to ever worry about the technical setup
issues involved to make it happen. Dynamic streaming will also work so that your users who have a
change in bandwidth speed during mid-play will be served the appropriate media file to play at their
speed without them noticing there was a change. This makes the old bandwidth detection system
completely obsolete.
There are a few drawbacks to this system however. First, the system is optional and will only be
available with some server accounts. This means that if the customer is not hosted on a server which
supports this feature then the account will have to be moved to a server that does support the feature.

Otherwise they will need to use the first upload method explained above. This way of uploading is also
slower since the system needs to encode the media before it is placed in its corresponding folder. Also,
the uploader has a max size limit which should be around 200 Megabytes. Anything above that will
require an SFTP account which can be acquired upon request from technical support staff.
To upload content through TVStation the admin user must first access the TV2 Uploader. This panel can
be found when the “Add Media” button is clicked within the “MEDIA” interface.

If the panel comes up and gives instructions on uploading through the server then this means that the
uploader is not available for that TV2 account.

However if it does come up then the admin user can start adding files by clicking the “Browse” button.

They can select the bandwidth rates the files should be encoded at by selecting and double clicking a file
from the list.

Once the desired files have been selected the user can continue by clicking the “Upload” button to start
the upload.

The admin user can check the encode status on the files uploaded by bringing up the “Encode Status”
sub interface in the “MEDIA” interface. The encode status list will show all items that have been
uploaded along with the status for each item.

Encoding time and upload will vary depending on demand and file size. Also note that any files
uploaded through the uploader will automatically be converted to H.264 Video format (MP4). When
all the items have been encoded and uploaded to the channel folder the admin user should click the
“Refresh” button to bring up the items in the media list.

If neither options are available and the user is receiving service through a third party vendor that is a
reseller then it is recommended that the user contact their vendor for details on getting content
uploaded to their channel.

Adding Images
Adding images is basically the same as the old 1.x versions. The only difference now is that TVStation2
officially supports SWF images. To add images to the media list the admin user must access the “Add
Media” window by selecting the “Add” button below the media list. Once the window is open, they
must select the “Image” option in media types to add to access the input text field. From there they
should enter in the URL link where the image is located on the web and click the “Add” button to save
the link reference in the media list. TVStation2 supports the following image formats:
1. Jpeg
2. Png
3. Gif (non animated)
4. Swf

Adding Youtube Videos
To add Youtube videos to TVStation2 the admin user must access the “Add Media” window by selecting
the “Add” button below the media list. Once the window is open, they must select the “Youtube” option
in media types to add to access the input text field. From there they should enter in the URL link of the
home page where that video is located and click the “Add” button to save the link reference in the
media list. At the current moment only standard definition videos are supported.

Managing Media
Admin users can change media info and settings by double clicking on a media item from the media list.
For universal media uploaded in the main instance folder, only the master administrator will be able to
change or remove those items. Any changes made to media will universally affect it anywhere where
that piece of media is being used. This means that users will never have to recreate a playlist just to add
an item that has changed from the main list. If an item is changed and it is in mid-play, that item will also
be affected. If an item is removed permanently from the main media list then it and its contents will
permanently be removed from the system and any playlist it was placed on. Media content can be
removed by selecting the item from the list and clicking the “Remove” button.

Only one item at a time can be removed from the main list.

Configure OnDemand
As of version 0.6.1, TV2 now supports OnDemand playlist building. This feature allows admin users to
build their onDemand list for the viewer interface. The playlist works like all other playlists except it
cannot be deleted. Please see the playlist section below for more details on list building.

Create/Manage Playlist
There are many ways to create a new playlist but the most basic way to create a list is to click the “New”
button located under the playlist list, enter the playlist name, and save.

Once the list is created the admin user can drag drop items to the main playlist list which should pop up
a menu of the playlist that have been created.

They should then select the target playlist and the items should be added to the selected playlist. The
admin user can also create a new playlist from that menu and save the items to that list. Items can also
be added to the new queue list.

Items can be sorted and traded between lists. When the admin user has all the desired items in their
queue list, they can click the “Save” button to save the playlist. The queue list can also be used to drag
and drop items to a selected playlist. Admin users can select multiple items from the list to be dragged
and dropped by using either a CTRL or SHIFT key combination. To remove items from a playlist simply
select items from the list and click the remove button. Any changes made to the playlist will affect it
anywhere that list is being used. So for example if it is being used in a schedule block that is being
broadcasted and the admin user decides to add or remove a few items then all viewers will be updated
in real time.

Create/Manage Schedule Blocks
Before any schedule blocks can be created the admin user must first create at least one playlist to
target. If the list has been created already, then the admin user is ready to start scheduling content.
When first accessing the “SCHEDULE” interface the admin user will notice that the ‘create new schedule
block window’ will be displayed by default.

There are a few things to know about schedule blocks. Schedule blocks can be selected to run on a
specific number of selected days, range of dates, or daily. They can also run during a specific time during
the day. If the time set is bigger than the playlist time, then once the system runs into the last item on
the list it will start over from the first item on the list. To avoid a list from recycling, the “Calculate Time”
check box should be selected to have the system auto-calculate the time it will take the list to finish one
cycle.

However the user must keep in mind that if the playlist is changed, they will need to edit the block again
to have the new times take effect. Once the block setting are set they should click the “Save” button to
create the new block. The block should become active immediately once it has been saved. Admin users
can create as many blocks as they want. They can even overlap them for the same dates and times but
the system will only play the first block it finds if they were scheduled to play at exactly the same time.

Admin users can enable and disable blocks directly from the list to give them strong control of what they
want to broadcast. This also enables them to create blocks way before they are scheduled to broadcast.
Range and Daily blocks also support a new feature called midnight crossover. Midnight crossover allows
the admin user to set a block to begin before midnight and have it end the next day.
To the left of the block list is the viewer schedule which all viewers will see once they log into the
channel viewer interface.

The admin users can evaluate the list and see if they want to make any changes. If they need to make
changes they can go back to the “MEDIA” tab to do so. Once a block is created they can edit the block by
selecting it from the list and double clicking. Note once a block has been created they can edit the time
and details but the type cannot be changed. A block can be removed by clicking the “Remove” button
located at the end of each block item on the list. Any blocks that are changed or removed will affect
users right away.

Broadcasting Live

There are two ways to broadcast video through TVStation2. The first way is through the system itself. To
broadcast video the admin user should press the broadcast button on the lower left end of their camera
window.

This will publish their stream and their stream should come up in the live casters list. If the “Auto Live”
check box in the broadcast options is selected the stream will immediately broadcast to all the viewers.

The second way to broadcast is through Flash Media Live Encoder.

To broadcast through this way the admin user must first follow the naming pattern shown below:
[channel id]_[stream name]
So for example if they wanted to broadcast to “channel1” then they would name their stream
“channel1_sampleName”.

If they do not include a channel id then the default channel (channel0) will always be targeted. Once the
“Start” button has been pressed, the FMLE will connect and the stream should show up in the live
casters list.
Note: As of version 0.6.2 channelid can now be applied anywhere in the stream name.

The live casters list shows all users that are broadcasting to the channel. To enable a camera for viewers
to see, the admin user should simply toggle the broadcast check box for the item they wish to
broadcast. They can use the broadcast options to set anything from the time limit of their broadcast to
the name of their broadcast.

One of the new features worth noting is the ability to set an overlay image over the broadcast. So for
example the admin user can set an image of a car they might be trying to explain about to their viewers.
All images can be loaded through a web accessible link they setup externally or find on the web. At the
current moment broadcast options can only be set for streams being broadcasted internally through the
system.
As of version 0.6 admin users can also re-broadcast an external stream from another RTMP server, FMIS
server, or CDN (Content Delivery Network) as long as they support the basic playback API FMIS uses to

playback streams. So to use this feature they should go into the broadcast options and under the main
options there should now be three text fields.

In the “Remote Path” field they should enter the location or connection path to the target server they
would like to connect to. In the “Stream Name” field they should enter the actual filename or stream
alias of the stream they would like to play. Then they should use the “Live Title” field to give the live
broadcast a name for all viewers to see. Once ready, they should press the broadcast button on the
lower left end of their camera window just like if they were doing a regular broadcast to add the remote
stream to the live casters list. If they had the auto-live checkbox checked then the remote stream should
go live right away.
Note: This will only work for live streams hosted on another server. Even though pre-recorded streams
can still be remotely broadcasted it will result in very strange behavior on the viewer and can possibly
temporarily break the viewer.
As of version 0.6.2 live DVR streams are now supported. A DVR live stream allows viewers to pause,
seek, and rewind the live stream while it is being broadcasted. A default 15 second delay is added to the
stream to ensure there is enough data available to playback the stream. The delay also makes the
playback experience smoother then its live only version. Delay can be adjusted via the Settings tab. To
set a DVR stream from the admin console simply check the “Allow DVR” checkbox found in the
“Broadcast Settings”. If using FMLE or Wirecast, a DVR stream can be set by simply adding “dvr” to the
stream name.
Note: Even if the delay is set to the minimum as possible there will always be at least a 3-4 second delay.
If a live stream with minimum delay is required then the live only version should always be used.

Using Chat
Chat is now located in the “Chat” sub interface within the “LIVE” interface.

The basic chat allows users to send text messages. Users can also set font settings by using the text edit
tools located above the send text field and as of version 0.6 users can now send smileys with their
messages. To send messages users can simply click the “Send” button or press the “ENTER” key on their
keyboard. They can also clear messages or load messages retained in history by accessing the “Menu”
button.
The extended version of the chat (which is only available to admin users) adds additional options to the
menu button for increased functionality.

One of the first added options is to clear chat history. This option simply clears out the chat history for
all users connected to that channel. The second added option is chat preferences which allows the
admin user to change settings such as save or load history.

Using the User List
The chat also comes with a built in user list which displays all users who are currently connected to that
channel. If the user double clicks any name on the list this will launch their own profile panel where they
can change and update their username.
The user list also has its own admin version where admin users can kick, ban, and assign words to filter
out in the chat. When the user list is in admin mode it brings up three sub interfaces.

The first one is the standard user interface but the interface in admin mode allows admin users to kick
or ban users from the list. Kicking or banning users from the user list is quick and easy. The admin user
can select any user(s) (CTRL and SHIFT keys can be used for multiple selections) who are being disruptive
and click the “Menu” button to bring up a quick selection menu. Through the selection menu, admin
users can choose to either kick or ban the users that have been selected.

If the admin user chooses to kick the user(s) then they can use the control box next to the “Menu”
button to select the amount of minutes they want the user to be out for.

The second interface contains the ban user list. The list displays all users IPs that have been banned from
the chat.

As long as a user IP is banned, that user IP will be unable to connect to that channel. The admin user can
unban IPs by selecting the desired IP(s) from the list and clicking the unban option from the selection
menu.

Admin users can also add new IPs or clear the IP list through selection menu.
The third and last interface is the word filter list interface which displays all the words that are banned
from being used in the chat.

To add a new word, admin users can bring up the selection menu and select the “New” option which will
bring up the new word panel.

Once they have entered in the desired word they can submit to add the word to the list. They can clear
any word(s) by selecting the desired word(s) and selecting the unban option from the menu selection
list. They can also select the “clear” option to clear out the entire word list.

Using Reporting Tools
New to version 0.6 is the reporting interface. The reporting interface can be found in the “REPORTS” tab
and can be accessed by all channels. The reporting interface displays and keeps track of all users who
have visited, viewed media, and the amount of bandwidth transferred by the user.

In this version of TVStation the reporting system will also keep track of admin data as well. In addition to
the viewer data, it also keeps track of the live data broadcasted either locally or through FMLE (Flash
Media Live Encoder). The new reporting system breaks the data into channels and each channel has its
own set of reporting data that is recorded. If the admin signed in has master rights then they can access
the reports for each channel by changing the channel box located on the top left of the TV2 interface.
The reporting interface is broken down into five sub-sections. Each section displays and organizes the
data that has been recorded in its own unique way.

User
Organizes and displays data based on the users that have visited.
Media
Organizes and displays data based on the media that has been viewed.
System

Organizes and displays data based on the operating systems that have been used by users.
Browser
Organizes and displays data based on the browser that have been used by users.
Region
Organizes and displays data based on the geographical location of all users.
The reporting interface has two main display components, the chart at the top and the data grid list at
the bottom. The chart is the first of these two and is used to display data in various different graphs.

The chart is controlled by three component interfaces.

The first one is the chart filter. The chart filter allows the admin user choose which type of data they
want to view. There are currently three data types available:
Visits: This is the number of users who have visited the channel. The chart further breaks this down into
two types of visits. The first one is total visits, which means the overall total visits the channel had. The
second one is unique visits, which is the actual number of individual users who visited the channel.
Views: This is the number of overall total views the channel has had.
Transfer (MB): This is the actual number of bandwidth transferred through the server (in Megabytes).
The bandwidth covers not only the media that was played but all transactions to the server (including
text messages) that were processed by the users. The data type is further broken down into three parts.
The first is the total transfer which is the overall amount of bandwidth that was transferred through the
server. The second is the outgoing transfer which is the amount of data that has been sent from the

server to users. The last one is the incoming transfer which displays the total amount of data sent to the
server (most relevant when doing live broadcast).

The second component that controls the chart is the chart type component. The chart type component
tells the chart how to display the data. There are currently three displays types.
Overall Totals: The overall totals chart type is a line based graph which displays the totals for all the
chart filters regardless of what sub section in the reporting interface you are using.
Performance: The performance chart type is a column based graph which displays the top items from
the data grid list for that sub-section. You can use the chart filter to change between data types.

Percentages: The percentages chart type is a pie based graph which shows you the percentages for the
top items from the data grid list for that sub-section. You can use the chart filter to change between
data types.

The last component that controls the chart display is the user type component. This component allows
the admin to filter out certain types of users. It can only be used when the overall totals chart type is
being used.
The data grid list is the second main display component on the reporting interface. It displays the details
of data retrieved and organizes based on the sub-section that is selected.

The admin user can double click on any of the items in the list to break down the list into sessions for
the item that was selected. One session per user is counted based on the time a user logged into the
TV2 server all the way till they disconnect from that server.

They can also double click on any session to break down what the user viewed during the time they
were connected to the TV2 server.
They can use the included search bar to search for items based on the sub-section they selected. For
example, in the media sub-section they can search the data grid list based on the media name.
Admin users can download a CSV formatted copy of the details listed by pressing the “Export CSV”
button.

Creating/Managing Channels
At the beginning of every TVStation2 instance is the default channel which is “channel0”. This channel is
the master channel administrator which controls and manages all other channels. This channel can
never be removed. If a customer decides not to make additional channels they can always use this as a
base channel and run it like the old 1.x versions. To create channels the admin user must navigate over
to the “CHANNELS” interface and click the “New Channel” button.

They should set the desired channel settings and click the “Submit” button to create the channel.

The new channel will come up in the channels list. They can edit channels on the list by selecting a
channel and double clicking. To remove a channel they should click the “Remove” button located at the
end of each item.

They can also enable/disable channels with the included check box on each channel item. When a
channel is disabled the login for that channel is disabled so admin users for that channel will not be able
to login and will get a notice that the channel has been disabled. On the viewer end the channel will not
show up on the channel list. If the channel list is disabled and a direct channel connection was setup
then the viewer will be redirected and instead will connect to the master channel (channel0).

TVStation2 Viewer

Basics
For those familiar to the TVStation viewer, the old interface is gone, replaced by an all new interface.
Even though some controls are very similar to the old interface the new version leverages the new
features from the administrator interface. Further expansion is planned but no details can yet be
released.
New to the viewer also is a tab menu which navigates between sub control interfaces. The currently
available interfaces are channels, viewer schedule, on-demand, and chat. Each interface now plays a
new role in the viewer.

Selecting/Managing Channels
Channels can now be toggled through the channels interface. The channels interface shows a list of
channels that a user can view. Once a user decides on a channel they can select it from the list. The
system will switch channels and display the contents of that channel for the viewer. The channel
interface can be disabled through the provided settings.xml file under the options tag for those
customers who do not wish to show the channel list. Through the settings.xml you can also target a
specific channel for users to connect to. If the channel is disabled the system will default to the master
channel (channel0).

Viewer Schedule
The viewer schedule is nearly the same as before however on-demand content is no longer accessed
through this list. The user can select a date to view the same way as before, through the calendar above
the list.

On-Demand
This version also has its own on-demand list. Items can be set on-demand through the admin end. To
play an item through the player simply select it off the list and it will start playback. The player controls
are the same as the 1.x versions. As of version 0.6.1 this list is now controlled from the OnDemand
playlist on the admin interface.

Embed Options
The viewer also comes with a set of embed options the installer can add to modify the interface. The
options are:
1. channel – This option allows the installer to set what default channel the viewer should connect to.
This setting accepts a channel id value.

2. username – This is the default name that should be used for the viewer connecting. If this is set the
update texfields are disabled so that the user can not change their username.
3. showChannels – Tells the viewer system whether to display the channel list. This setting accepts a
Boolean value (true or false).
4. showOnDemand - Tells the viewer system whether to display the OnDemand list. This setting
accepts a Boolean value (true or false).
5. showDisplay - Tells the viewer system whether to display broadcast information. This setting accepts
a Boolean value (true or false).
6. showSchedule - Tells the viewer system whether to display the viewer schedule list. This setting
accepts a Boolean value (true or false).
7. showChat - Tells the viewer system whether to display the chat and user list system. This setting
accepts a Boolean value (true or false).
8. cssSkin – The CSS SWF skin you would like to use as a skin for the viewer only.
9. hidePanels – Tells the viewer whether by default the panels should be shown or not. This setting
accepts a Boolean value (true or false).
10. tabOrder – Sets the order of the tabs to appear on the right display in the viewer. Accepted values
are ondemand, schedule, channels, and chat. Values should be separated by comma.
11. channelOrder – Sets the channel order to use in the channels list. Accepted values are the channel
ids separated by comma.
As of version 0.6.1 there are now three setting API options to the admin interface:
1. email – The admin email to use for login.
2. password – The admin password to use for login;
3. autoLogin – Tells the admin interface to auto login. Acceptable values are true or false.
The embed options can be set from three areas. The first is the URL link used to access the installed
viewer. So for example if the installer wanted to make the chat unavailable then they would enter
something like:

http://www.someDomain.com/TVStation2/viewer/tvstation_viewer_v2.html?showChat=false
The second place to include the embed options is where the installer embeds the viewer swf within the
HTML tags. The installer can use FlashVars to pass the options info into the TVStation2 viewer swf. The
third and last place is from the included settings.xml file. The embed options can be set from the options
tag.
The order of priority is set from top to bottom:
1. Settings.xml
2. FlashVars
3. URL Link
So if the installer was to set a setting in the URL link but also set that same setting in the settings.xml
then the setting from the setting.xml will overwrite the one setup in the URL link.

Using Label Loader
In version 0.5.2 a new feature called label loader was released. This feature allows you to change all the
labels in TV2 without having to re-compile the sources in Flex. To use this simply download the source
files and locate either the adminLabels.xml, viewerLabels.xml, or both. Open either one in any text
based editor such as Notepad or Wordpad. The data structure is XML so some minor knowledge of this
structure is helpful but not required. To change a label simply locate the tags called “labelItem” and
change the enclosed text to match your target label. So for example:
<labelItem propertyName="DEFAULT_CONNECTED_LABEL" type="string">Connected</labelItem>
If you were to change this tag to reflect its Spanish counterpart then you would replace the text with the
following:
<labelItem propertyName="DEFAULT_CONNECTED_LABEL" type="string"> Connectado </labelItem>
Once all changes have been made save the file and load it in with your web files. If you are embedding
TV2 then you will need to upload this to the location of the page that is embedding TV2.
One thing to note is that when working with special characters these should be wrapped in a cdata tag.
So if for example if you are using an apostrophe then you would need one:
<labelItem propertyName="DEFAULT_CONNECTED_LABEL" type="string"><![CData[You’re
Connectado]]></labelItem>
If everything is setup correctly the labels should replace the default ones each time TV2 loads in.

FAQs
1. Question: If I don’t use the uploader, how do I setup bandwidth files for use with dynamic streaming
on FMIS 3.5?
Answer: Bandwidth files are setup the same way they are setup in version 1.x. So for example I have a
file named “sampleVideo”. The bw files would then have to be named:
1. sampleVideo_128K
2. sampleVideo_512K
3. sampleVideo_786K
We have also extended the rates we support (in kilobits):
1. 128
2. 256
3. 384
4. 512
5. 768
6. 1000
7. 1250
8. 1500
9. 2000
10. 2500
11. 3000
12. 3500
13. 4000
14. 5000
15. 6000
16. 7000
17. 8000
18. 9000
19. 10000
2. Question: I uploaded a file through the built-in uploader. It has been a few hours and my files still
appear as “idle” in the status list. What should I do?
Answer: It’s possible that the system is still encoding other files. Based on the demand, number of files,
and file sizes it may take several hours for your files to start processing. Just keep checking back and
your file should eventually start processing.
3. Question: In the reporting I see that Youtube files take of bandwidth transfer but how can they if they
are not hosted from the TVStation2 server?

Answer: Even though Youtube videos are not hosted on the TV2 server, the system still requires
bandwidth to keep all viewers in-sync and updated so there is always bandwidth being used regardless
of what type of media is being used.
4. Question: I liked the old scheduling system. Will that ever make it back to TVStation2?
Answer: Nope, it’s gone and never to see the light of day (at least for now :P ). If you really liked the old
system then keep using it. The old system will no longer be supported once the final release is out but
we will help customers fix any issues and bugs for as long as demand stays popular.
5. Question: I want to make changes to the TVStation2 admin but the source files are missing. Where
can I locate them?
Answer: At the current moment we are not making the admin sources public so please do not ask the
technical support staff for them. The admin files should become available once the final version is
released.
6. Question: I love the new TVStation2. When can we expect a final release?
Answer: All release dates are still TBA.
7. Question: Some of the text fields and combo boxes are disabled. How can I use them?
Answer: These features are not yet available. They may or may not make it to the next release.
8. Question: The uploader feature is very nice. Will we see it in other products?
Answer: The uploader is still a very experimental feature which might not make it to the final release.
We’re seeing how customers react and work with it. If it’s worth it then we may consider making it
available in other products.
9. Question: When using remote re-casting, will this take additional bandwidth to re-cast from the TV2
server?
Answer: This feature works very similar to the way Youtube support works. The media content is never
hosted or re-casted through the TV2 server. The system will simply save a reference to the information
provided from the admin user who broadcasted the stream and broadcast it to all viewers directly from
the remote server. However please note that just like the Youtube feature the system does use
bandwidth to keep all viewers in-sync and updated.
10. Question: How do we keep track of how much bandwidth was used for users who send text chat
messages?
Answer: The reporting does not only keep track of bandwidth transferred for media. The reporting
keeps track of transfer used for all transactions from the TV2 server for each user including messages
that have been sent.
12. Question: What happened to the user profile options?
Answer: It has been taken out temporarily but will possibly make a comeback in the next version.

13. Question: What happened to the styles loader?
Answer: It has been taken out too but a much better version of this API should make a return in a future
release.

